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ABSTRACT 
We consider Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices, i.e. those nonsingular matrices 
whose inverses are Z-matrices. Recently Fiedler and Markham introduced a classifica- 
tion of Z-matrices. This classification directly leads to a classification of inverse 
Z-matrices. Among all classes of Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices, the classes of 
M-matrices, N0-matrices, F0-matrices, and inverse M-matrices, inverse N0-matrices 
and inverse F0-matrices, respectively, have been studied in detail. Here we discuss 
each single class of Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices as well as considering the 
whole classes of Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices. We establish some common 
properties of the classes, such as eigenvalue bounds and determinant inequalities, and 
we give a new characterization f some classes of Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices. 
Moreover, we prove that other classes besides those of M-matrices, N0-matrices, and 
F0-matrices consist of matrices whose determinants have the same sign. Some of the 
results generalize known results for M-matrices, N0-matrices, and F0-matrices and for 
inverse M-matrices, inverse N0-matrices, and inverse F0-matrices. However, we also 
show that some properties of the specific classes mentioned above do not hold for all 
classes of Z-matrices and inverse Z-matrices. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Throughout we deal with n x n Z-matrices, i.e. real matrices whose 
off-diagonal entries are nonpositive. These matrices arise in many problems 
in the mathematical  nd physical sciences. Some of the best-known subclasses 
of Z-matrices are the class of  M-matrices ( introduced by Ostrowski), the class 
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of N0-matrices (introduced by Ky Fan and G. A. Johnson), and the class of 
F0-matrices (introduced by G. A. Johnson). Especially for M-matrices, a large 
number of properties and characterizations exist. However, the other classes 
of Z-matrices are also of great interest. The first systematic effort to consider 
the whole class of Z-matrices was made by Fiedler and Markham in [4]. They 
introduced a classification of Z-matrices by generalizing the ideas of the 
definitions of M-matrices, N0-matrices, and F0-matrices and gave some 
common properties of all classes. Here we continue discussing the whole 
class of Z-matrices as well as considering all subclasses of Z-matrices. We 
summarize some known results and establish new results, such as a new 
characterization f some classes of Z-matrices, eigenvalue bounds, and deter- 
minant inequalities. Moreover, we prove that other classes besides the 
M-matrices, N0-matrices, and F0-matrices consists of matrices having deter- 
minants of the same sign. 
On the other hand, there has been interest in inverse Z-matrices, i.e. 
nonsingular matrices whose inverses are Z-matrices. The classification of 
Z-matrices directly leads to a classification of inverse Z-matrices. All matrices 
whose inverses belong to the same class of Z-matrices build a subclass of the 
class of all inverse Z-matrices. The problem of determining whether or 
whether not a matrix is an inverse Z-matrix--or, more precisely, is an inverse 
Z-matrix of a specific class--is called the inverse Z-matrix problem. This 
problem contains the inverse M-matrix problem, i.e. characterizing all (non- 
negative) matrices whose inverses are M-matrices. As in the M-matrix case, 
there exist a number of papers considering inverse M-matrices. A survey of 
this topic is given by C. R. Johnson [9]. However, a complete solution of this 
problem is still missing. Also, inverse N0-matrices and inverse F0-matrices 
have been considered, e.g. by G. A. Johnson [22], Smith [18], and Ying Chen 
[2]. The first systematic approach to considering all classes of inverse Z- 
matrices was made by Nabben and Varga [15]. There the authors gave 
sufficient conditions for matrices to be inverse Z-matrices for each specific 
class, Here we give new results for the whole class of inverse Z-matrices as 
well as for each single subclass. We establish a new characterization a d give 
some new results on the structure of an inverse Z-matrix. Moreover, we give 
a new set of sufficient conditions for all classes of inverse Z-matrices. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section deals with Z-matrices. 
This section includes the classification of Z-matrices, which we also need in 
Section 3. In Section 3 we consider inverse Z-matrices. At the end of the 
section we give examples of inverse Z-matrices, the so-called type-D matri- 
ces, which will be studied in detail. 
We will use the following notation: The class of Z-matrices is denoted by 
Z. By I r we denote the r × r identity matrix. The index r is omitted if 
r = n. If A = [a/j] ~ ~n,n is nonnegative, i.e. aij >1 0, we write A >~ 0. 
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Similarly, we write A /> B, for A, B ~ ~"'  ", if and only if A - B >/0. The 
spectral radius of A ~ R n'" is denoted by p(A). The vector e i ~. 1~" is the 
vector whose entries are zero except he ith entry, which is 1. The vector of 
all ones with n entries is denoted by Cn" 
2. Z-MATRICES 
In 1992 Fiedler and Markham [4] introduced the following classification 
of Z-matrices: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Ls (for s = 0 . . . . .  n) denote the class of matrices 
consisting of real n × n matrices which have the form 
A = tI - B,  where B >~ 0 and ps(B)  <~ t < Ps+l(B). (2.1) 
Here 
p~(B) := max{ p( /~) :  /~ is an s ×s  principal submatrix of B}, 
and we set po(B)  := -oo and p,+l (B)  := oo. 
The scalar t and the matrix B in (2.1) are not unique, but every Z-matrix 
belongs to exactly one set L~. Moreover, none of the classes L~ is void. For 
example, consider the matrix t I  - J, where J is the n x n matrix of all ones. 
I f t  satisfiess ~<t <s  + 1, thent I - J~L  s fors  = l . . . . .  n. I f t  < 1, then 
tI - J ~ L o [4]. However, if one considers a f'Lxed matrix B in (2.1), some of 
the classes L s can be the same, since we have in general only that 
pl( B )  <~ p2( B)  <~ "'" ~ p. (  B ) .  
The class L n is just the class of n x n (singular and nonsingular) 
M-matrices. The class L,_ 1 is the class of n X n N0-matrices introduced by 
G. Johnson [10], and this class contains the N-matrices defined by K. Fan [3]. 
Moreover, the class of n x n F0-matrices introduced by Johnson [10] is just 
Ln-2. Here we should mention that the classification of Z-matrices given 
above inherits the dimension of the matrices one consider. I f  we deal with 
n x n matrices, we have n + 1 classes of Z-matrices, each consisting of 
matrices of the same dimension. In contrast, the expression class o f  M- 
matrices always includes matrices of different dimensions. Hence, we sum- 
marize: 
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REMARK 2.2. If one considers matrices of different dimensions, one 
should introduce another index which gives the dimension of the matrices. 
Hence one should use L~, n in Definition 2.1. Then the two classes Ls. n and 
L t .... consist of matrices of the same type (e.g. M-matrices, N0-matrices) if
and only if n - s = m - t. However, since we deal in general with n × n 
matrices, we just use one index. 
Fiedler and Markham also give an equivalent characterization of the 
classes L s [4], which we mention explicitly, since we will use it later on: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A ~ ~"'n be a Z-matrix. Then A ~ L s fo r  one s, 
s = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, i f  and only i f  all principal submatrices o f  order s are 
M-matrices, but there exists a principal submatrix o f  order s + 1 which is not 
an M-matrix. 
For N0-matrices, Theorem 2.3 was proved by G. A. Johnson [10], and 
Smith established this result for F0-matrices [19]. For the proof of Theorem 
2.3 we refer to [4]. 
It is well known that DA and AD are again M-matrices if A is an 
M-matrix and if D is a positive diagonal matrix. Hence, the classes L, are 
invariant under multiplication by a positive diagonal matrix [4]. Moreover, the 
classes L s are invariant under permutational similarity [4]. 
In the following we consider the sign of the determinant of A ~ L s. 
Again, it is well known that det A >/0 if A ~ L , ,  i.e., A is an M-matrix. 
G. A. Johnson [10] proved that det A ~< 0 if A ~ N 0. Moreover, the determi- 
nant of an F0-matrix is nonpositive also [10]. However, G. A. Johnson showed 
by example that the sign of the determinant of matrices in L n_  3 need not be 
the same [10]. Here we give a more detailed analysis of this question. 
Therefore we need the following theorem, which was proved by Friedland 
and Nabben in [5]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A ~ ~n, n be a nonnegative matrix, and let )t be a 
real eigenvalue o f  A with )t ~ p(A) .  Then 
h ~< Pt,~/21(A). (2.2) 
Since Z-matrices are closely related to nonnegative matrices, we now 
obtain 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A ~ Ls. Then 
(i) detA  >~0 / fs  =n,  
(ii) det A ~< 0 /f[n/2]-%< s < n. 
Proof. It is well known that (i) holds [1]. Let A ~ L s with A = t! - B, 
B >/ 0, and a fixed t ~ R. Now consider the characteristic polynomial of B, 
X(z )  =det (z I -B ) .  
The real zeros of X(Z) indicate the changes of the sign of the determinant of 
Z-matrices corresponding to the matrix B. But the zeros of X(z)  are the 
eigenvalues of B. Hence, with Theorem 2.4, (ii) follows immediately. • 
The counterexamples G. A. Johnson gave in [10] were 4 x 4 matrices in 
L1. So these counterexamples do not disprove Theorem 2.5. 
As mentioned in [5], one cannot improve (2.2). Thus, determinants of 
different matrices in Ls with s < [ n/2]  need not have the same sign. A set 
of Z-matrices of each class Ls with negative determinant is given in Section 
4. The following example shows how one can construct Z-matrices with 
positive determinant. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let Jk denote the k × k matrix of all ones. First assume 
that n is even. Let r := n/2.  Then let AI~ := otI r - Jr and A22 := fl I  n_r - 
Jn-r" If  s ~< or,/3 < s + 1, then a l  r - -  Jr and/31,_ r - -  Jn -  r are in L s. Now, 
if s < n/2,  then det All < 0 and det A22 < 0. However, A := All ~9 A22 
L s and det A > 0. Similarly one can construct examples for an odd dimen- 
sion n. 
Thus all classes of Z-matrices consisting of matrices of different dimen- 
sions, except the classes of M-matrices, N0-matrices, and F0-matrices, in- 
clude matrices with different signs of their determinants. However, if we 
consider the classes Ls, which consist by definition of matrices of the same 
dimension n, then det A ~< 0 if A ~ L~ and [n/2]-%< s < n. 
Obviously, every Z-matrix A, except an M-rnatrix, has at least one 
negative eigenvalue. However, if A ~ L~ with [n/2]-%< s < n, then the 
following theorem states that A has exactly one negative igenvalue. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A ~ L s with [ n /2 ]  <~ s < n. Then A has exactly one 
negative igenvalue. 
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Proof. Suppose 
A =t I  -B ,  
with ps(B) -<< t < ps+l(B), B >~ 0. If  /x ~ or(B), where o'(B) denotes the 
spectrum of B, then t - /x ~ or (A). But by Theorem 2.4 any real eigenvalue 
/, of B with /x =~ p(B)  satisfies 
t* ~ ot,,/2~(B). 
Hence, t - p(B) is the only negative igenvalue for A. 
The statement of Theorem 2.7 was mentioned for N0-matrices by G. A. 
Johnson [10]. Smith established the same result for F0-matrices [18]. Since 
the determinant of A is the product of the eigenvalues of A, Example 2.6 
shows that one cannot extend Theorem 2.7. 
In the following we will denote the smallest real eigenvalue of A by 
n(A). As mentioned above, n(A) < 0 if A ~ L s for all s --- 0 . . . . .  n - 1. 
The smallest real eigenvalue n(A) can be used to determine a circle which 
contains the eigenvalues of A. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A = [a~j] be a Z-matrix. Let n(A)  denote the 
smallest real eigenvalue of A; let a = max{a~i}. Then the circle c( A) := {z 
C n : Iz - al <~ a - n(A)} contains all eigenvalues of A. 
Proof. Let a be an eigenvalue of A. Since a = max{a,}, the matrix 
aI - A is nonnegative. Hence, the modulus of each eigenvalue of aI - A is 
less than p(aI - A). Thus, la - AI ~< p(aI - A) = a - n(A). • 
Theorem 2.8 generalizes a result by Smith [18] for N0-matrices. The proof 
given above is similar to the proof in [18]. 
For M-matrices and for N0-matrices, n(A)  is also the eigenvalue of 
minimum modulus; see [6, 18]. However, this is not the case for all Z-matrices. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. 
2] A = -2  -1  -2  -1  
We have A ~ L 0 and o-(A) = {4.3765, 0.5471, -2.9236}. 
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Fiecller and Ptfik [6] and Smith [18] established comparison results for the 
eigenvalues of minimum modulus of different M-matrices and N0-matrices. 
Here we parallel the results for the smallest real eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A, B ~ Z with A <~ B. Then n(A)  <~ n(B).  
Proof. Suppose A =t I -C  with C >~0. Then n(A)=t -p (C) .  
Hence, we have Re A >~ n(A)  for all eigenvalues A of A. Now let a < n(A)  
< 0. Then obviously A -o t I  is a Z-matrix and Re(A - or) ~> n(A)  - ~ > O. 
Thus, A-  a IE  L,,; see [1]. Fiedler and Pt~k proved that for M ~ L,, 
N~Z with M~<N, N is an M-matrix and q(N)>lq(M) ,  where q(M)  
denotes the eigenvalue of M with minimum modulus. Therefore, since 
B-  a I  >~ A - ~I  and B-  ce I~Z,  weobtain B-  a I  ~ L ,  and n(B)  - 
a = q(B  - a I )  >1 q(A  - ~ I )  = n(A)  - ~. Thus, n(B)  >>, n(A) .  • 
It follows from the definition of N0-matrices that they are nonsingular. 
However, matrices of the other classes can of course be singular. If we 
consider the representation (2.1), the next theorem states that t = ps(B) is a 
necessary condition for singularity. However, it is not sufficient. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let A ~ Ls with [n/2]~< s < n be of  the form (2.1), 
i.e., A = tl  - B with B >t 0 and ps(B) <~ t < ps+l(B). I f  A is singularthen 
t = ps(B). Conversely, let t = p~(B); then A is singular i f  and only i f  Ps(B) 
is an eigenvalue of  B. 
Proof. Assume that A is singular; then t ~ o'(B). If t satisfies t > 
p,(B), then ps(B) I -  B has two negative eigenvalues, p~(B) -  p (B)  and 
ps(B) - t. But ps(B) I  - B ~ L s, and Theorem 2.7 yields a contradiction. 
The second part of Theorem 2.11 is obvious. • 
In the following we consider Schur complements of Z-matrices. If A is 
partitioned as 
A21 Ae2 ' 
where All and A22 are square matrices, and if A11 is nonsingular, then the 
Schur complement of A H in A is 
A/A l l  := Ae2 - A21A~IA12. (2.4) 
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Fiedler and Markham [4] called a matrix A in L~ pure if every principal 
minor of order s + 1 is negative. Additionally we call a matrix in L s strictly 
pure if every principal minor of order greater or equal s + 1 is negative. 
Fiedler and Markham considered Schur complements of matrices A ~ L~ 
where the principle submatrix A u is of order less or equal to s. Then the 
Schur complement A/A  u is always a Z-matrix. In general Schur comple- 
ments of Z-matrices need not be Z-matrices (see Example 2.13). However, 
one has the following theorem, which mention Fiedler and Markham's results 
[(i) and (ii)] for completeness. We use the notation introduced in Remark 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let A ~ L~ be nonsingular, and let A u be a k × k 
nonsingular principal submatrix of  A as in (2.3). I f  k <~ s, then 
(i) A/A  n ~ Lj,,~ k for  so~wj  with s - k <~j <~ n - k; 
(ii) i f  A is pure, then A /A l l  ~ Ls_k,,,_k. 
I f  k > s, A is strictly pure, and A /A lz  is a Z-matrix, then A /A  n is in 
L,_k,, ,_k, i.e., A /A l l  is an M-matrix. 
Proof. The prove of (i) and (ii) is given in [4]. Now, assume that the rows 
and columns of A/A  n are indexed by k + 1 . . . . .  n. Moreover, by 
(A /Au) (k  + 1 . . . . .  t), k + 1 <~ t <<, n, we denote the principal submatrix of 
A/A  n consisting of the rows and columns k + 1 . . . . .  t. As is well known, we 
have 
det (A /Au) (k  + 1 . . . . .  t )  = 
det A(1 . . . . .  k ,k  + 1 . . . .  , t )  
det A u 
(2.5) 
I f  k > s holds, the nominator and dominator of the right-hand side of (2.5) 
are negative. Thus, every principal minor of A/A  n is positive. Hence, 
A/A  n E L , _k , , _  k. • 
The last statement of Theorem 2.12 gives some information about the 
structure of inverse Z-matrices, which we describe in the next section. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. 
-1  1 1 
A= 1 -1  1 
1 -1  1 
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Let All be the leading 2 x 2 principal submatrix of A. Then the Schur 
complement A/All is given by 
:l 
which is not a Z-matrix. 
The next theorem gives a characterization f matrices in L~ using their 
inverses. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let A ~ R n'" be a nonsingular Z-matrix. Then A ~ L s 
i f  and only i f  one of  the following alternative cases (a) or (b) holds: 
(a) (i) det A < 0, 
(ii) all principal minors of  A-1 o f  order greater or equal n - s are 
nonpositive, 
(iii) there exists a principal minor of  A-1 of order n - s - 1 which is 
positive; 
(b) (i) det A > 0, 
(ii) all principal minors of  A-1 of  order greater or equal n - s are 
nonnegative, 
(iii) there exists a principal minor of  A-1 o f  order n - s - 1 which is 
negative. 
After we submitted this paper we learned that this theorem had appeared 
in a paper by Smith [20]. Therefore we omit the proof here. The idea of 
Theorem 2.14 was already used in [15] to find special classes of inverse 
Ls-matrices for all s (see Theorem 2.9 in [15]). 
Here we should mention again that an n x n Z-matrix with positive 
determinant is a Z-matrix of one of the classes L s with 0 ~< s < [ n/2] ,  since 
the matrices of the other classes L s have nonpositive determinants. The 
characterization given in Theorem 2.14 is based on the sign of determinants 
of the Z-matrices. Hence with Theorem 2.5 we are able to analyze the 
characterization more detailed. We obtain 
THEOREM 2.15. Let A ~ ~ "'" be a nonsingular Z-matrix. Then A ~ L s 
with [n /2 J  <~ s < n if  and only i f  all principal minors of  A - l  of  order greater 
or equal n - s are nonpositive, and there exists a principal minor of  A-1 of  
order n - s - 1 which is positive. 
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Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.15 give some information about the struc- 
ture of the inverse of a nonsingular matrix in Ls. However, for special classes 
L~ one has further results. It is well known that the inverse of a nonsingular 
M-matrix is a nonnegative matrix, while the inverse of an N0-matrix is a 
nonpositive matrix [10]. Even more, Johnson [10] proved that the inverse of a 
nonsingular F0-matrix is a Z-matrix, and Theorem 2.14 says that at least one 
diagonal entry of the inverse is positive (see also [10]). However, we will see 
in the next section that one cannot obtain such results for the other classes of 
Z-matrices. 
3. INVERSE Z-MATRICES 
In this section we consider inverse Z-matrices. A nonsingular matrix C is 
called an inverse Z-matrix if C-1 is a Z-matrix. More precisely, a nonsingu- 
lar matrix C ~ ~n.n is called inverse L:matrix if C -1 ~ L s for one s with 
s ~ {0 . . . . .  n}. Thus, inverse M-matrices are inverse Ln-matrices, inverse 
N0-matrices are inverse L n_ 1-matrices, and inverse F0-matrices are inverse 
Ln_ 2-matrices. 
Moreover, we denote by .~  the class of inverse L:matrices for s = 
0 . . . . .  n, while .7 denotes the whole class of inverse Z-matrices. Here we 
state properties of inverse Z-matrices in general, i.e. for the class .7 as well 
as for the classes S'~. 
Obviously, one can deduce a lot of properties of inverse L:matrices from 
properties of Z-matrices. Here we just mention those which we need in the 
sequel. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C ~.  Then 
(i) detC >t0 / f s  =n;  
(ii) det C ~< 0 / f  In /2 ]  ~< s < n. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C ~s  with [n /2 ]  <~ s < n. Then C has exactly one 
negative igenvalue. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.7. 
Furthermore, Theorem 2.14 can be formulated for inverse Z-matrices: 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let C ~ R n'n be a nonsingular inverse Z-matrix. Then 
C ~.9~ if  and only i f  one of  the following alternative cases (a) or (b)  holds: 
(a) (i) det C < 0, 
(ii) all principal minors of  C of  order greater or equal n - s are 
nonpositive, 
(iii) there exists a principal minor of  C of  order n - s - 1 which is 
positive; 
(b) (i) det C > 0, 
(ii) all principal minors of  C of  order greater or equal n - s are 
nonnegative, 
(iii) there exists a principal minor of  C o f  order n - s - 1 which is 
negative. 
Since the sign of the determinant of a matrix is invariant under multiplica- 
tion by a positive diagonal matrix, we obtain the invariance of the classes .~ 
under this operation. 
COI~OLLnRY 3.4. I f  C ~,~,  s ~ {0,. . . ,  n}, and if  D is an n X n positive 
diagonal matrix, then DC and CD belong to .~.  
The class of inverse M-matrices is invariant under the addition of a 
positive diagonal matrix [9]. However, this is not true for .2". Consider for 
example inverse N0-matrices. Inverse N0-matrices are nonpositive matrices, 
hence Z-matrices. If we add sI, s ~ ff~ sufficiently large, the inverse N 0- 
matrix becomes an M-matrix, which is not an inverse Z-matrix. 
Obviously, every principal submatrix of a Z-matrix is again a Z-matrix. As 
proved in [12], every principal submatrix of an inverse M-matrix is again an 
inverse M-matrix. In general this is not true for all inverse Z-matrices. But if 
A is in ,~ and s >~ [ n/2] ,  then there exist principal submatrices which are 
again inverse Z-matrices. Even more, there exists at least one principal 
submatrix of an inverse Ls-matrix which is of the same type. Here we will use 
the notation introduced in Remark 2.2, i.e., we will use another index to mark 
the dimension of the matrices we consider. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let the n X n matrix C be in ~ with [ n /2 ]  <<, s < n, 
i.e. C -1 ~ Ls, n. Let C be a nonsingular principal submatrix of  C of  order k, 
with k >~ n - s. Then C is an inverse Z-matrix in -~j_, + k, k with n - k <~ j 
<~ s. I f  C contains at least one positive principal minor of  order n - s - 1, 
then the k x k matrix C satisfies C-1 E L,_ n + k. k, where we define a 0 x 0 
principal minor to be positive. 
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Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume that C ~ R k' k is a leading principal 
submatrix of C, which we denote in the following by C n. Then we partition 
C and C-1 as 
lUll C12 ] C - '  [ All A12] 
C= C21 c22J :=A= (3.1) ' A21 A22]' 
Since C-1 ~ Ls '" and the order of A22 is less than or equal to s, we have 
det A22 ~> 0. Moreover, we have det C < 0, since [ n/2] <~ s < n. However, 
since det C n = (det A22Xdet A-t), we get det Az2 > 0 and det C u < 0. 
The explicit form of A-1 is given by 
JAn I + A~11Alz( A/A,1)-~ A2~ A~l 1 -A~llA12( A/A11) - ~ ]
A- -1  ~ 
_ (A lAn  )- l  A21A{~ (A lAn) - l  
(3.2) 
Hence, Cll = (A/A2z) -1. But A/A22 is a Z-matrix. Therefore Cll is an 
inverse Z-matrix. Moreover, since C u is a principal submatrix of C, all 
principal minors of Cll of order greater than or equal to n - s are nonposi- 
tive. Theorem 3.3 guarantees the existence of a positive principal minor of 
order n - s  - 1 of C. If C u contains this principal submatrix, we apply 
Theorem 3.3 and replace there n by k. Thus the k × k matrix Cu 1 satisfies 
Cll ~ Lt,  m with t = s - n + k and m = k. If C n does not contain such a 
minor, we have Cll (~'*~jj-n+k.k for n -- k ~<j ~< s. • 
As a special case Theorem 3.5 says that all principle submatrices of 
inverse N0-matrices are again inverse N0-matrices. Moreover, Theorem 3.5 
says that inverse F0-matrices have at least one principal submatrix which is 
again an inverse F0-matrix. This was first proved by Ying Chin [2]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let C be an inverse Z-matrix partitioned as 
Cll C12] 
C=[c~ C~]' 
where C u is a nonsingular principal submatrix of C of arbitrary order. Then 
C/C n is also an inverse Z-matrix. 
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Proof. Let A := C-1 be partitioned conformally with C so that 
[ A,, A12 ] 
A = [ A21 A22 ]. 
Using the explicit form of C -I as in (3.2), we have A22 = (C /C l l )  -i. 
Hence, A22 is nonsingular. But A22 is a principal submatrix of a Z-matrix; 
therefore A22 itself is a Z-matrix. Thus, C/C l l  = A221 is an inverse Z-matrix. 
In the following we give some examples for matrices in ,~. The first 
examples of matrices in .~ for all s were given in [15]. There the authors 
defined so-called shifted generalized ultrametric matrices. These matrices 
contains pecial classes of inverse M-matrices: so-called ultrametric matrices 
and generalized ultrametric matrices (see [13, 14]). Shifted generalized 
ultrametric matrices of a specific type are Z-matrices and have inverses which 
are again Z-matrices. Our examples for matrices in ~ will not be Z-matrices 
in general. 
In 1972 Markham [12] defined the class of type-D matrices 
DEFINITION 3.7. A = [ai, j] ~ R"'" is of type-D if 
aij 
ai, i ~<j, 
where an > an t > "'" > al" aj, i> j ,  
Markham proved that the inverse of a type-D matrix A, satisfying ax > 0, 
is a tridiagonal M-matrix. Later Johnson [11] established that for a n < 0 the 
inverse of a type-D matrix is an N0-matrix. Here we generalize these results. 
We will show that different ype-D matrices can lead to examples of matrices 
of all classes of inverse Z-matrices. 
First we need. the following observation and propositions. 
OI3SERVAT1ON 3.8. Let A be a nonsingular matrix of type-D. Then 
~,,rA-1 = [a ; ' ,  0 . . . . .  0] • ~n. (3.3) 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the special structure of A 
and the fact that AA- 1 = I .  • 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A ~ ~ n, n be of  type-D partitioned as 
A = [A21 A2 2 , 
where Al l  ~ R r' r and A22 ~ R . . . . . .  r for  1 <~ r < n. I f  Al l  is nonsingular, 
the Schur complement A/A l l  is again a matrix of  type-D and 
A /A l l  = A22 -- a r~n_r~ T rl--r • 
Proof. Obviously, All is also of type-D. Now consider AlllA12. The 
columns of A12 are all the same and equal to the last row and column of All. 
Since A~IAl l  = I, we obtain 
a{llA12 = e r ~T_ r. (3.4) 
Therefore 
A/A l l  = A22 - A21A l I1A12 = A22 - ar~n_r~T_r, 
which is of type-D. 
OBSERVATION 3.10. Let A ~ ~ n, n be of  type-D. Then 
det  A = a l f I  (a  i - a i _ l ) .  (3 .5 )  
i=2 
Proof. I f  a 1 = 0, then det A = 0; thus (3.5) holds. Otherwise we have 
det A = a 1 det (A /a l ) .  
But with Proposition 3.9 the Schur complement A/a  1 is again a type-D 
matrix and its first diagonal entry is a 2 - a 1. Hence, applying an inductive 
argument, we obtain (3.5). • 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let A ~ ~n, n o f  type-D. Then det A has the same 
sign as a 1. 
In the following theorem we show that the inverse of a nonsingular 
type-D matrix is a Z-matrix for all sequences a~ > -.- > a 1. Moreover, the 
number of nonpositive parameters ai, diminished by one, gives the class L~ 
to which the inverse belongs. 
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THEOREM 3.12. Suppose A = [aij ] ~- ~n,n is a n~atrix of type-D with 
a z v~ O. Let s denote the number of nonpositive parameters in the sequence 
a,, > "" > a z. Then A -1 is a tridiagonal Z-matrix and 
A -z E Ls_ l ,  
where L_z := L~. 
Proof. Since a z ~ 0, A is nonsingular. In the following we prove by 
induction on the dimension n that the inverse of A is a tridiagonal Z-matrix. 
For n = 1 and n = 2 this is obvious. Now we partition A as 
A = [ Azl A12 } 
A21 A22 
such that Azl ~ ~r,r and A22 ~ ff~n-r,n-r, 1 ~ r < n, are nonsingular. The 
inverse of A is given by 
A-Z= 
(A /Aze) -  z -A11ZAz2(A/Azz) -1 ] 
_ (A /A l l )  -z A21A~Z ( A /AH) -z  " 
Proposition 3.9 and the inductive hypothesis yield that (A /Azt )  -z and 
(A/A22)  -1 are tridiagonal Z-matrices. As seen in (3.4), we have A~ZAz2 = 
er~rT_r  . Moreover, since the first diagonal entry of A/A  H is at+ 1 - a t > 0, 
we obtain with (3.3) that only the entry at position (r, 1) of 
-A~ZA12(A/AH)  -z is different from zero and that this entry is negative. 
Then, with the symmetry of A, we have that A-1 is a tridiagonal Z-matrix. 
I f  s = 0, A is nonnegative. Thus A -  z is an M-matrix. I f  s >t 1, if follows 
from (3.5) that det A < 0. Moreover, all principal minors of order greater 
than n -s  are nonpositive. However, the determinant of the principal 
submatrix consisting of the rows and columns s + 1 . . . . .  n is positive. But 
then Theorem 3.3 gives that A -  z ~ Ls_ z- • 
Theorem 3.12 generalizes the results by Markham and Johnson men- 
tioned above. I f  a z > 0, we have s = 0 and Theorem 3.12 says that the 
inverse is an M-matrix. I f  a n < 0, we have s = n and Theorem 3.12 gives 
that the inverse is in L ,_  z, i.e. the class of N0-matrices. Moreover, if 
s = n - 1, the type-D matrix is a Z-matrix with the positive diagonal entry 
a n. This agrees with the structure of inverse F0-matrices that Johnson [10] 
proved in general. 
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However, one can see from our examples that inverse Z-matrices are not 
in general Z-matrices. I f  s = n - t, we obtain a type-D matrix which is an 
inverse Z-matrix with a t X t positive principal submatrix. On the other 
hand, the examples for inverse L~-matrices given in [15] were Z-matrices. 
Hence, one cannot say anything about the sign of the off-diagonal entries 
of an inverse Z-matrix in general, except for the classes of inverse M-matrices, 
inverse N0-matrices , and inverse F0-matrices. But we have 
THEOREM 3.13. I f  A ~ L s is nonsingular and if there exists a nonsingu- 
lar principal submatrix All ~ ~+1,~+1 of A such that (A /A  u) is a Z- 
matrix, then (A /An)  -1 is nonnegative if and only if A is strictly pure. 
Proof. First let us assume w.l.o.g, that the principal submatrix A n is a 
leading principal submatrix. I f  we then partition C :=  A -1  and A as in (3.1) 
with Ca2 ~ ~n-s- l ,n-s-1,  we have C22 = (A /A l l ) -1 .  Since A/A  n is a 
Z-matrix and since (A /A l l )  -1 is nonnegative, A/A l l  is an M-matrix. With 
(2.5) we obtain that all principal minors of A of order greater or equal s + 1 
are negative. Hence A is strictly pure. Now assume that A is strictly pure. 
Let All ~ ~ s + 1, ~ + 1 be a leading principal submatrix of A. Then ( A /A  11)- 1 
~n-~-1 , , -~-1  is a leading principal submatrix of C. But by Theorem 2.12 
A/A l l  is an M-matrix. Hence (A /Au)  -1 is nonnegative. • 
Theorem 3.13 says that if A is a nonsingular Ls-matrix with an (s + 1) X 
(s + 1) principal submatrix All such that A/A l l  is a Z-matrix, then there 
exists a nonsingular nonnegative principal submatrix of order n - s - 1 of 
A-1 if and only if A is strictly pure. This gives at least some information on 
the signs of some off-diagonal entries of A-1. The assumptions of Theorem 
3.13 are satisfied e.g. for the inverse of a type-D matrix. 
Because of the symmetry and the special structure of type-D matrices one 
can extend the statement of Theorem 3.2 for type-D matrices. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let A = [aid] ~ R n"" be a matrix oftype-D with a x < O. 
Then A has exactly one negative igenvalue. 
Proof. I f  a n < 0 (hence all a . . . . . .  a I are negative), then A is an 
inverse N0-matrix and the theorem is proved using Theorem 3.2. However, if 
not all a . . . . . .  a 1 are negative, one can find a leading principal submatrix All 
of A which is an inverse N0-matrix. Let All be the leading principal 
submatrix, whose order is one greater than the order of All. 
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Now, let A s and /xj denote the eigenvalues of All and 2~11 respectively, 
arranged in increasing order. We have )q < 0 and )t 2 >/0. Cauchy's interla- 
cing theorem [7] gives 
/z i ~< h i ~< /z~+l for all i. 
Hence, /~ll does not have three or more negative eigenvalues. Moreover, 
since a 1 < 0, each leading principal minor of A is negative; thus "411 does 
not have an even number of negative igenvalues. Hence, All has exactly one 
negative igenvalue. Using an inductive argument, we conclude the proof. • 
For completeness we should mention again that a type-D matrix with 
a I > 0 has only positive eigenvalues. If a 1 = 0, the matrix is singular and has 
only nonnegative eigenvalues. 
The author would like to thank Hans Schneider for showing him Example 
2.13, as well as the referee for helpful comments. 
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